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Cultured beef: medical technology to produce
food
Mark J Post∗

The technology to create cultured beef from muscle stem cells. A biopsy
is taken from a cow and satellite cells and adipose tissue-derived stem
cells are retrieved. Satellite cells replicate and subsequently merge to form
primitive myotubes. When cultured in a donut around a central hub of gel,
they bulk up by producing more protein. At this stage, no fat cells or tissue
have been added yet.

Culturing beef from bovine satellite cells can be done and the
urgent need for alternative beef production requires full-scale
research into this interesting possibility.

NOT ENOUGH MEAT FOR 9 BILLION
According to the recently adjusted forecast of the FAO, the demand
for meat will increase 73% going towards 2050.1 This is partly due to
the growing world population but mostly to the rising middle class
in China, India and Russia. It is uncertain if incremental innovations
in livestock management can keep up in production to meet that
growing demand. Even if possible, it will come at high costs of
greenhouse gas emission, land usage (with possible deforestation)
and water usage. Ruminants such as cows and sheep produce
methane, a greenhouse gas with a 20-fold higher global warming
potential than carbon dioxide.2 Scenarios to avoid the resultant
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tension between supply and demand include a global transition
to vegetarianism, seeking other sources of animal proteins or
producing meat in a radically different way.

Voluntarily abstaining from meat consumption is unlikely to
contribute to reduction in meat demand, as the proportion of
vegetarians in industrialized societies is low and has not increased
over the last 35 years. Although recent improvements in texturizing
proteins of vegetable origin have led to meat lookalikes that are
acceptable as meat replacers, their market share is still small,
with widely varying forecasts for growth. Meat consumption is
associated with gross domestic product (GDP), and the increasing
GDP in China and India implies a higher demand for meat in
those nations. Therefore lifestyle changes such as converting to
vegetarianism can only be effective if they come from the families
that for the first time in their lives can afford to eat meat.

Alternative sources of animal proteins such as farmed fish and
insects are gradually being developed and improved. Fish and
insects are nutritious and their production can be environmentally
sound because of the efficiency in converting vegetable proteins
from feed into animal proteins and because their emission of
greenhouse gases, including methane, is low. Although 2 billion
people eat insects, the trade in bugs, as a surrogate of economic
importance, is still negligible.3 In the Netherlands, for instance,
most insect farms deliver animal protein for pet food rather than
for human consumption.

The last, and technologically most complex, alternative to
livestock meat production is growing meat in vitro, outside of
the animal body. Having been dubbed ‘in vitro meat’, ‘cultured
meat’ or ‘cultured beef’, it refers to the practice of using muscle-
specific stem cells from an animal, growing sufficient numbers of
cells and then letting them differentiate into muscle tissue.4 The
technology is derived from regenerative medicine, i.e. the medical
field where the objective is to restore dysfunctional or injured
organs with functional in vitro-grown tissues.

CULTURED BEEF
The concept of growing animal tissue beyond the confines of the
vertebrate body dates back to the first time when animal organs
could be kept alive in vitro for some time by artificial oxygenation
and nutrient supply.5 Winston Churchill, who was befriended with
Alexis Carrel, alluded in his 1932 book Thoughts and Adventures
to the use of similar technology to grow meat. However, at that
time, cell and tissue culture was non-existent and the idea lay
dormant for a couple of decades. During the last three decades,
cell and tissue engineering started to develop in the medical field,
enabling small- to intermediate-scale growth of human tissue.
With the identification of the muscle-specific stem cell, a.k.a. the
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satellite cell by Rudnicki and co-workers,6 and the recognition
that these cells differentiate and self-organize into a muscle fiber,7

large-scale culturing of muscle became possible.
Culturing beef is in theory a very simple technology (Fig. 1). One

starts with a small piece of fresh muscle, obtained for instance
through a biopsy from the muscle of a living cow. Through a specific
combination of mechanical and enzymatic disruption, the satellite
cells are liberated from their sub-sarcolemmal position in the mus-
cle fiber. Using conventional culturing methods, but with relatively
high serum concentrations of 300 mL L−1, the cells divide in up to
50 population doublings over a period of a 7–8 weeks. Once suffi-
cient cell numbers are obtained, they are divided in portions of 1.5
million cells and each batch is submerged in a collagen/Matrigel
gel that is displayed in a culture dish around a central hub of
agarose gel. Over the course of the following days, the cells will
self-organize into a donut-shaped muscle fiber of 1 mm diameter.
The tension that is developed in the ring structure by contraction
of the muscle fiber is a strong stimulus for muscle maturation and
protein production.8 The muscle fiber is harvested after 3 weeks.
For the 85 g hamburger that was presented, cooked and sampled
on 5 August 2013 in London, we used 10 000 of these muscle
strips.

WHY A MEDIA SHOW?
In 2009, Dutch government funding for the national in vitro meat
consortium, with scientists from the universities of Amsterdam,
Utrecht and Eindhoven, expired. The government was not willing
to extend funding because we failed to generate sufficient interest
from the private sector and the public. We therefore decided to
show a proof of concept to the public with a real edible hamburger.
We ended up with three messages that in our view required
large-scale dissemination.

1 It is technically feasible to grow meat using cell culture methods.
2 We urgently need to look for alternatives to livestock beef

production.
3 Cultured beef could be an ethical and environmentally friendly

method to produce beef.

Given the overwhelming and generally positive media coverage,
we feel to have succeeded in conveying those messages.

THE ‘YUCK’ FACTOR OR CONSUMER
ACCEPTANCE
During the development of cultured beef, questions about
consumer acceptance were raised. The idea of a lab-grown piece
of meat was conceived to be disconcerting to the general public.
To our surprise, the outcome of a survey among a cross-section
of the Dutch population indicated that 63% of the respondents
were in favor of the concept of cultured beef and 52% were willing
to try it. Moreover, immediately after the press presentation, in
a web-based poll organized by the Guardian, 68% of the people
expressed they wanted to sample cultured beef. The general
public is apparently much more adventurous than previously
thought. This positive attitude was measured after background
information on the technology had been given and the pressing
need for alternatives to livestock meat production had been
emphasized. Owing to a lack of systematic research on the public
attitude towards cultured beef, theories about the potential fears
associated with such a revolutionary change in food production

remain speculative. However, it is likely that fears around the
technology itself should be dissociated from the way it will
be implemented in future food production. For example, the
perception of culturing beef will be very different when thinking
about homemade beef in kitchen appliance-like incubators than
if one envisages factory-produced beef on an industrial scale,
controlled by multinational food companies.

It is also obvious that the perception of cultured beef will be
influenced by the emergence of a beef crisis leading to higher
prices and diminished availability. With the current debate on
the environmental, food security and animal welfare issues with
livestock-produced beef, the consumer seems to be sensitized to
think rationally about alternatives.

WHAT NEXT?
The proof of concept was not a consumer-ready product, perhaps
best exemplified by the astronomic price of the first hamburger.
The product needs to be improved and at the same time
be produced resource- and cost-efficiently, in other words be
sustainable and affordable.

Improving the product should lead to close mimicry of livestock
meat with respect to taste, look, mouthfeel and nutritional value.
Important features to work on are the fat content, protein
composition and creating larger fibers or full-thickness cuts
of meat.

Fat tissue can be cultured from fat tissue-derived stem cells and,
when supplied with the right conditions, even from satellite cells.
The stem cells are harvested from the same biopsy used to harvest
the satellite cells, and the fat tissue can be grown separately
from the muscle and mixed later during the process of preparing
the meat.

Optimizing protein composition focuses primarily on the
proteins actin, myosin and myoglobin. The culture conditions
that will lead to these improvements are largely known but will
need to be implemented in a scalable process. For example, with
the current culturing methods, we can create fully matured cross-
striated skeletal muscles9 that have optimal actin and myosin
content. The electrical stimulation used in previous studies,
however, will not be resource-efficient and alternative ways to
exercise the muscles will be developed to achieve the same result.
Similarly, stimulation of myoglobin expression has been described
and confirmed in bovine satellite cells (unpublished data) and
can be easily used in ways that are compatible with scalable
production methods. Sufficient myoglobin is important for the
color, nutritional value (heme iron) and taste of meat.

To optimize the taste of meat is a challenging goal, especially
since the science of taste is not very well developed. It appears that
a large number of small peptides are jointly responsible for taste,10

while an equal amount of aromatics co-determine flavor.11 When
animal-derived muscle cells and fat cells are optimally matured,
we expect to approach the natural taste very closely. Moreover,
using cultured beef as an experimental model in which taste
components can be individually ascertained and manipulated
will offer exciting new insights into the complexity of meat
taste.

Cultured beef also needs to be sustainable and therefore
resource-efficient. Currently, not much is known about the maximal
attainable efficiency of culturing beef. A recent life cycle analysis
based on a large number of assumptions indicated that culturing
beef can reduce water, land and energy expenditure appreciably.12

However, it will still require substantial research and development
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to realize those savings. By having all variables under control
during cell culture and by the ability to incorporate recycling
mechanisms, one can optimize efficiency. Some essential steps
such as eliminating fetal bovine serum and antibiotics from
the culture medium are absolutely required for cultured beef
to become sustainable and accepted.

Finally, it will be necessary to culture thick cuts of meat. In tissue
engineering, tissues thicker than 0.5 mm are prevascularized, i.e.
provided with a channel or blood vessel system that enables
mass transport to the inner parts of the tissue. It is envisaged
that complex tissue-engineering techniques such as 3D printing
will be required to generate those hierarchical channel structures
that allow flow of oxygen and nutrients.13 This is technically
feasible but needs to be optimized and tested for skeletal
muscle.

CONCLUSION
The proof of concept that meat can be grown in the lab from stem
cells has been presented. It has changed the discussion on possible
alternatives for the troubled future of livestock meat production
and has sensitized consumers to think about those alternatives.
Given this initial success, all efforts should focus on improving
the product and to enable scalable and sustainable production of
cultured beef.
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